CHAPTER 1490

“Research for decades, only for this set of combined attacks.”

One can imagine how powerful this blow is.

“The four little dragons couldn’t attack for a long time, so they directly used this combined attack
technique, trying to kill the Northern Demon with one blow.”

“At this moment, the whole world is still the same.”

Everyone held their breath and waited for the last moment.

“From Erudia’s point of view, this time, the Northern Devil will undoubtedly lose.”

“After all, this is a combined attack against him.”

“Messiah and Erudia Wulong both showed relaxed smiles-it was over, everything was over.”
“””Haha, the next question is who the king will give to you!”””

“””Hey, all four are good! We who are masters can’t make a choice!”””

“””How about four people together?”” mi.ÿc”

…

“The battle is not over yet, they have discussed victory.”

This is their confidence.

“All four of the five dragons of Erudia came, indicating that the Northern Devil would be defeated.”

There was also a cheering voice in the Lopez family’s ancestral home.

The voice from overseas is?Don?t lose the Northern Devil!ÿBe sure to hold on!

But even they themselves didn’t believe that the North Devil would win.

“After all, the four little dragons have a combined attack against him.”

Everyone is afraid that only the Avengers believe that the North Devil will win.

In the middle of the battlefield.

“The death squad and the Northern Devil army stopped one after another, watching the battle at the
highest point of the Tianshan base.”

“In the next second, Zhu Mo’s combat technique will strangle the Northern Demons.”

The Northern Devil let this combination of strikes fall…

“””boom!!!”””

A booming sound exploded.

The highest peak of the Tianshan base was directly smoothed.

This blow was not crushed by ten coverage bombings.

Even stronger!ÿ!ÿ!

The whole area was covered by smoke and dust.

“After the four little dragons landed, they smiled and said, “”Okay, everything is over!”””

“Under the strangulation of the combined strike, the Northern Demon, let alone alive, would not even
leave a complete corpse.”

“After waiting for a while, the smoke and dust gradually dispersed, revealing the appearance of the
Tianshan base.”

next moment.

Everyone looked like a ghost.

Dong Beast was dumbfounded.

Nan Jiang was dumbfounded.

The western monk was dumbfounded.

The soldier was dumbfounded.

“For no other reason, they saw the North Demon.”

“The Northern Demon was not only dead, but also intact.”

“He wiped the dust off his body, smiled and said, “”Is that power?”””

“””hiss!”””

“At this moment, the death squad made bursts of cold breath.”

Their shocked eyes are about to fly out.

“As for the Northern Devil army, they roared fiercely.”

“In this second, the world is still.”

Messiah was silent from above and below.

The smiles on the faces of the four Erudia Wulong Dong Yao solidified.

“In the house of the ancestor of the Lopez family, plums are dyed and turned into sculptures.”

Tang Mufeng and the others are going crazy…

The Four Eastern Demon’s combined attacks that had been studied for decades were actually used
against the Northern Demon!ÿ!ÿ!

No one thought of this!

“Everyone thinks that there is a combination of strikes, which is definitely a surefire method.”

No one thought it would be like this.

There is dead silence everywhere.

This result was unexpected.

In the battlefield.

“Xiao Junshen looked incredulous: “”Impossible! Absolutely impossible! How does the combined attack
technique work for you?”””

“””I do not believe!”””

“””I don’t believe it either!”””

“””I must be dreaming!”””

The four little dragons are going crazy.

This incident caused them to collapse.

“The North Demon looked at the crowd and laughed: “”East Demon, you four old guys, do you think my
strength is the same as before?”””

“””I am at least three times stronger than before! What are you fighting against me?”””

“””hiss!”””

“After hearing this explanation, everyone was silent.”

